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ABSTRACT
The core of a water moderated Fixed Bed Nuclear Reactor (FBNR), possessing, for instance, an
electrical power of 40 MW, consists of 1.35 million fuel pellets (9.5t) with a diameter of 1.5 cm
each. The low enriched uranium fuel is made of TRISO type microspheres used in the HTGR,
embedded in a graphite matrix and cladded by a shell of lmm SiC.

Under any thinkable operational condition the fuel temperature will be below 400 C whereas ist
stability limit is at about 1600 C. The first characteristic of the FBNR is, therefore, its robust fuel
under relatively "cold" operating conditions and - due to the outer SiC - shell layer - the
freedom from any hydrogen production.

To operate the reactor the fuel pellets are pumped by a flow of water from below into the core
regions where they form a stable fixed bed of about 4 cubic meter and become critical for energy
production heating the outlet water to about 330 C (at 160 bar) which feeds a steam generator.

The new safety feature is now the following: In case of any abnormity (e.g. external power
failure, overheating etc.) the circulating pump stops and - due to gravity - the fuel pellets fall
automatically out of the core region into a helical "fuel chamber" underneath the core where their
decay heat is transferred passively by natural circulation to a water tank housing the fuel
chamber. The safety principle, applied here, is: The loss of an active component (circulating
pump) induces a self-controlled, passively working shut-down maneuvre accompanied by a
foolproof decay heat removal without any emergency power system or any human interaction.

The fuel chamber is sealed and is transported as the only reactor component to and from the
reactor site. There is no possibility to irradiate fertile fuel, too. For a long-life core (larger than a
10 years cycle time) the fuel can either be poisoned by gadolinium-oxide or by a piston type core
limiter adjusting the height and controlling thereby the number of the fuel pellets in the active
core region. Refueling is done only by changing the fuel chamber allowing also the use of this
foolproof light water reactor in countries without a perfect nuclear infrastructure.

In a conclusion we will present a completely new pressurized water reactor, based on a robust
fuel and a purely passively working decay heat removal system. Aside from electricity
production in the realm of 10-60 MW (electrical) it can also be used for water desalination and
space heating purposes.

The criticality calculations are made using SCALE codes. The SCALE system has the capacity
to perform criticality, shielding, radiation source term, spent fuel depletion/decay, and heat
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transfer analysis using well established functional modules tailored to the SCALE system. The
CSAS control module contains criticality safety analysis sequences that calculate the neutron
multiplication factor a multidimensional KENO V.a system models.
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